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Beside the Signal Box take Four Mills Lane for approx. 

50 metres then take the footpath on the left.   

Follow the Redvers Ramble Waymarkers along this     

gentle incline, passing a copper beech tree and a line of 

old oaks, until you reach a four-way Footpath Junction.  

(For a SHORTER ROUTE follow the DCC Waymarkers LEFT 

to cross the railway line with care. At the next junction 

turn LEFT and follow the Redvers Ramble Waymarkers to 

return to the  Signal Box.) 

Continue ahead to a tarmacked road. Turn LEFT  

and ahead is a footpath which passes Yeolands 

House. Proceed AHEAD and at the next gate turn 

LEFT. Follow the path along the ridge and descend the 

steep slope (SOUTH) Breakheart to cross the railway line 

with care.   

After the cottages follow the Signpost LEFT and continue 

AHEAD. You will pass a footpath junction on your left. 

(This is the junction for the shorter route.)   

Follow the signs AHEAD to a tarmacked road,  

and then LEFT to return to the Signal Box. 

Distance: Approx. 4 km (2.5 miles) 

Shorter route: Approx. 2.6 km (1.6 miles) 
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Ascend the steps from St. Saviours Way (S1) or Landscore (S2) 

and turn LEFT for a few hundred metres. At the tarmacked road 

turn RIGHT to join a footpath ahead leading to Yeolands House. With the Leisure Centre car park to the right take the footpath 

AHEAD (NORTH-WEST).  

Cross the River Creedy and continue AHEAD to a tarmacked road. Turn LEFT and after   

approx. 330 metres follow the Signpost RIGHT into Shobrooke Park.   

There are Rights of Way towards the northern and southern boundaries of the park 

which are open at all times. Additionally, there is Permissive Access in the 

two fields which the southern Right of Way passes through. 
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Turn immediately LEFT (SOUTH) to cross two fields diagonally. At the second 

gate turn RIGHT. Continue along the ridge NORTH passing the first footpath 

turning right. Continue until the footpath ahead turns RIGHT. Ascend the steps 

and follow the path until on the LEFT there are steps down to the two start 

points. 
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